
Reminder: This is only one example. 
This template may need to be individualized to meet the particular needs of a person with ASD!
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My Turn-Your Turn cards are small (generally 3”x3”) 
two-sided cards. To use, each participant in a game or 
activity should have a card in front of them. Start with 
all the cards turned to red (“Your Turn”). Once the first 
turn-taker is identified, they will turn their card to green 
(“My Turn”). Once the turn is made, the card should be 
turned back to red (“Your Turn”), and the next person’s card 
should be turned to green. With each turn, every participant 
should check if their card needs to be turned. 

Scenarios for Using Turn Cards:
You might use turn cards during activities 
aimed at developing social skills, including but 
not limited to: turn taking, waiting, functional 
play scripts, or conversations. Turn cards 
slow down activities, preventing players from 
rushing to take their own turn without waiting 
for others by providing a visual support to 
prompt each successive turn.

Use the setup described above. If players are not familiar with turn cards, model 
the appropriate behavior by either being the first one to turn your card to green 
(“My Turn”) or helping players do that. Use the least intrusive prompting level 
needed to support the players. Remember to give positive praise to reinforce 
desired behaviors (e.g., I love how you are waiting; Great job taking turns).  

Additional supports may include visual steps (visual activity schedule) that 
explain how to engage in an activity and social narratives that walk an individual 
through socially challenging situations throughout the game or activity

Similarly, turn cards can be effectively used in academic collaborative or group 
activities, where individuals have to share supplies or take turns completing 
steps of a project. In this case, use the same setup as with a game activity. Make 
sure that the visual activity steps are available and accessible to the individual. 
Use positive praise to reinforce the desired behavior.

Note: Alternating turns (teacher-student) to complete an activity using turn 
cards can be an effective way to speed up its completion or ensure the success 
of the student, if this is important for an individual to end on success. When 
alternating turns, consider whether the individual can complete the steps they 
will be doing when it is their turn.

Taking turns when playing a game or participating in a group activity may be 
challenging for individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and related 
disorders. Using the My Turn-Your Turn cards helps clarify expectations and 
provide additional visual structure to prompt the individual, when they are 
waiting for and when it is their turn. Use My Turn-Your Turn cards along with 
other tools, like social narratives and visual schedules, to provide support 
when dealing with more complex activities.
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Turn Cards
Turn Taking Tool for Group Activities



Share a photo of you and your chapter assembling materials on social media! 
Use the hashtag #HelpingFitPiecesTogether and tag @HANDS in Autism®
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Assembling Turn Taking Cards:
The template includes cards both in English and in Spanish.

Materials Needed:
Provided by HANDS in Autism®:

 ¤ Double-sided My Turn-Your Turn cards

 ¤ Double-sided Stop/Go cards

 ¤ Double-sided Wait/Go cards

Your tools/materials:

 ¤ Scissors

 ¤ Laminate & laminator

Steps to Make Cards:

1. Request batch materials from HANDS in Autism®

2. Laminate sheets of printed cards.

3. Cut out cards along outline.

4. Repeat with the next sheet until all are cut out.

5. Group like cards together (e.g. Wait/Go with other 
Wait/Go cards, My Turn/Your Turns all together)
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Materials Request Form

Contact Information:
Name: ______________________________________________________________________

Email Address: _______________________________________________________________

Phone Number: ______________________________________________________________

TriKappa Chapter and Role: ___________________________________________________

Shipment Address:
____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Materials Requested:
Date Needed (allow 2-3 weeks for shipment): ___________________________________

Materials to Ship and Quantity: (1 set = 1 sheet containing 6 cards)

Please note that it takes up to 7 minutes to assemble a set of cards.

Information About Event:
Event Name: _________________________________________________________________

Target Audience & Expected Number of Attendees: ______________________________

Will You Assemble at the Event? _______________________________________________

Date of the Event: ____________________________________________________________

Email the form to hands@iupui.edu or fill out online at: 

HANDSinAutism.HelpingFitPiecesTogether.sgizmo.com/s3/

Number of Sets in English Number of Sets in Spanish

My Turn/Your Turn Cards 

Stop/Go Cards

Wait/Go Cards


